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I imagine that Sandy Larson of Sioux Falls, South Dakota is a rather
nondescript male in his late 50′s. He keeps himself fit, but not too fit. What
remains of Larson’s horseshoe of light brown hair is neatly trimmed and
not combed over. He wears a Sioux Falls Canaries hat or a gimme cap
from one of the seed corn companies on the weekends to make sure that
his partially bald pate doesn’t burn. He is tall, but not so tall that he’d stand
out in a stranger’s memory. Larson’s profile on Match.com pairs him with
mostly unremarkable, fit (but not too fit, because of the amount of potlucks
and ball games one attends in Sioux Falls), tall (but not so tall you’d
remember them) women in their 30′s. Sandy’s wife knows nothing of his
Match.com profile. Nothing remarkable at all about Larson, except one

detail about the 9:00 to 5:00 job ‘he’s’ held since at least the 1980′s. He manages customer service
for Citibank’s customer service center in Sioux Falls. The details of his/her/it’s life, may have been
imagined, but Larson exists on some level. A quick check of correspondence in regards to your
Citibank credit card account disputes from the last 20 years and you’ll probably find the auto-signed
signature of one S. Larson.

In an entirely pointless, yet amusing story for the Wall Street Journal (Mystery Writer: Does
Citibank’s S. Larson Really Exist? WSJ, 8/6/10) writer Barry Newman attempts to track down the
individual who has become the financial world’s Smoking Man. The story starts with questions by
Citibank account holder and Daggle blogger/author Danny Sulivan. Mr. Sullivan has been able to
turn up nothing through search engine queries about the person who signs every customer service
resolution letter from Citibank, other than this individual is ageless, genderless and in a god-like
way has no career beginning or end. Comments left at Daggle by Citibank employees attest that
Larson is a real person and many are friends with the supposed South Dakota resident. Yet no
amount of attempts by writers or customers can find this person. Employees of Citibank
commented that this may be a case of a random employee’s name chosen to fill in the letters and
that this would be an untenable position for a real person to hold, because of the anger S. Larson
instills in customers. irate card holders have mailed in dead rats, apparently.

Larson is like Ms. Digg, the voice you call before putting fence posts in the  yard. Just a name, a
faceless corporate cover so that humans are treated as mechanically as possible. I agree with
Newman’s assessment that it would be nice for there to actually be a real S. Larson handling
complaints. Like Santa Claus, the Easter Bunny and Batman, human dignity from a credit card
company would be too much to ask.
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